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All respective fittings used with the above tubing must have the same minimum I.D. flow capacity. This is to avoid
flow restrictions. When tubing is properly installed and connected, the air supply lines must be flushed out with the
available storage tank pressure at a minimum of 100 psi. The lubricator is best kept dry for this operation. The
regulator should be adjusted as per specification. The filter must be kept clean and dry during the operation. The
supply line to the control heads should be fl ushed out first for approximately 1 minute from the engine room to the
control heads (with heads disconnected). The supply line(s) can then be reconnected to the control head(s), and
the resulting lines at the control panel in the engine room must be disconnected. Each control head must be
activated in the clutch mode first to flush clean the lines downstream for approximately 1 minute. After this is
completed, the lines at the engine and gear should be disconnected and flushed from one station only. Any
malfunction or leakage caused in Kobelt control valves by dirt will be repaired at customer’s expense.
The Air Treatment Unit
After the air lines are properly cleaned, the lubricator should be filled with No.10 hydraulic oil. In some sparingly
used systems, it may be advisable not to have a lubricator because very often lubricators get filled with the wrong
fluid and are improperly adjusted resulting in either no lubrication or over-lubrication to the system. However, a
properly maintained and calibrated lubricator will extend the life of the components. In most cases the basic
control system will operate from 6 to 12 years with little need for maintenance. The air storage tank and air filter
should be drained regularly to avoid water entering the control system. In sub-zero weather it is recommended to
have an anti-freeze unit or special air drying equipment to prevent freezing in the pneumatic system.
Multi-Station Controls
On multi-station control systems the air supply is only available at one station at a time. The air pressure is
transferred with Kobelt palm valve 3517 and pilot operated 3403 or 3405 transfer valve. Several methods of
station transfer are available in order to comply with various inspection authorities.
The resulting lines from the control heads must be interconnected with two-way check valves (shuttle valve part
no. 3009). It is important to remember that the shuttle valves must be installed horizontally in a location that will
minimize tubing runs. Shuttle valves that are installed in boats for future additional stations must be left open to
the atmosphere. Plugging the unused ports will cause failure of the control system.
Quick Release Valve
Quick release valves are required on long tubing runs to exhaust the control air rapidly. For this reason, the quick
release valves must be placed in the control circuitry at locations where they serve their purpose best. For
example, if a large cylinder with a reasonably long line leading to the control valve is too slow in dumping the air
through the control valve, the quick release valve should be installed near the cylinder in order to dump the large
volume of air in the cylinder to atmosphere almost instantly rather than returning the air part way up the control
line. If the control system has a small volume device at the end of the control line and is dumping too slowly, the
quick release valve should be installed approximately one third away from the control head. Since the quick
release valve is primarily intended to dump air very quickly, it would handle approximately two thirds of the line and
the control head would be dumping the other one third of the line, thus giving a very fast response.
Quick release valves are not recommended in control systems with variable pressure outputs and require a high
degree of repeatability or accuracy as these quick release valves generate hysteresis. The quick release valve
should always be installed with the exhaust port facing down to avoid dirt entering the valve. The ports on our
quick release valves are clearly marked for all the necessary connections. If only one air outlet is required, the
other port must be plugged. It is important that the exhaust port must not be plugged since this will make the valve
inoperative.
INSTALLING ACTUATORS ON PROPULSION ENGINES AND GEARS
In most cases brackets must be made to adapt our actuators to the propulsion machinery. Under no
circumstances should these brackets be welded on the machinery. Existing bolts as provided by the manufacturer
can be used. Care must be taken that the installation of our actuators and brackets does not interfere with the
accessibility of the engine and gear for regular maintenance. It is recommended that a section of rubber hose be
used to connect our actuators to the copper tubing for flexibility and maintainability. Two different clutch actuators,
model 4304 and model 4307 are available from Kobelt Manufacturing.

